
Killnet – The Russian “Anonymous”



Killnet, including Spetsnaz, seems to be aggressive now. Are 
there signs/footprints of attack against Asian region?

• Short answer: KILLNET and its sub-groups including
Legion/ Spetsnaz are indeed increasingly
active/aggressive as they have been growing from a
small DDoS-for-hire cybercrime group into “Russian
Anonymous”. We do not see any indicators pointing
to imminent attacks against Asia Region or Japan
specifically.

• Anonymous and KILLNET both are hacktivist groups.
Mostly focused on DDoS and propaganda.

• Anonymous has diversified/diluted objectives while
KILLNET is focused on attacking any countries which
are against Russia.

• Their main focus is on attacking any country’s critical
infrastructure and government websites who is
taking action against Russia or significantly support
Ukraine.

• KILLNET is currently focusing on 10 countries that are
supporting Ukraine and can damage the interest of
Russia. Recently they heavily targeted Lithuania’s
network infrastructure as retaliation for blockade of
Kaliningrad – Russian exclave. Also, called Lithuania’s
cyberspace a playground to practice and sharpen
their skills beyond DDoS attacks.



WHO ARE KILLNET

• Since original Killnet group was developing and

selling DDoS tools/attacks, they were able to quickly

(in 48 hours) launch high-profile retaliation attacks

against enemies of Russia. This attracted former

Russian Anonymous hacktivists, the amateur public

and a few hackers from the vast Russian cybercrime

underground.

• Eventually, Killnet became the Russian counterpart

of Anonymous and has been engaging in cyber-

skirmishes with them ever since.

• Main Killnet group still focuses on DDoS attacks and

online propaganda in a similar way Anonymous

does. However, it has a sub-groups called “LEGION –

Cyber Spetsnaz”, “Zarya Squad” and “Lira’s Special

Network Squad” where the more skilled hackers

concentrate.



LEGION – CYBER SPETSNAZ REORGANIZATION EFFORTS

• While original Killnet members are experienced botnet and DDoS operators,
most of its members are amateurs following simple guides on how to launch
DDoS attacks provided by Killnet, including the software.

• At the same time, there are a few skilled hackers looking to go beyond DDoS
and are actively recruiting more members to get started as soon as possible
via their LEGION sub-group. Notably, we observed Killnet looking for
ransomware operators.

• Until now LEGION has also relied only on DDoS attacks, but they seem to start
shifting focus into more sophisticated attacks.

• In a recent message on its telegram channel, LEGION provided a statement
about finalizing its reorganization under “qualified specialist” by 20th July.

• Interesting is a complaint about not enough interest in their recruitment effort.
This is likely due to all skilled cybercriminals focusing on making a profit, while
Legion is a “non-profit” hacktivist group supported by donations.



GROWING POPULARITY

• Killnet attacks and relentless social media campaigns to recruit
more members, together with Russian state propaganda seems
to work very well for Killnet.

• We are seeing very similar sentiments and development as when
Anonymous is starting a movement. However, Anonymous
movements are typically aimed against people’s own
governments sparked by domestic social issues. Killnet has a
massive advantage here as this is the patriotic call of duty for
many people, fueled by Russian national media propaganda.
This gives Killnet the edge in a prolonged fight with Anonymous
who are in comparison losing members and traction.

• Before it was deleted by Telegram admins, their group reached
almost 90,000 members and the new group is already back to
~15,000 in just a few weeks.

• To illustrate the popularity, there is an interview with Killnet leader
in Russian media, custom earrings to celebrate “The Great
Lithuanian Hack” and even a rap song.



KILLNET PLANS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

• In the early stage, Killnet actions were mostly driven by recent events, resulting in 
near real-time retaliation DDoS attacks. In the current day, it seems like they are 
more thoughtful and try to align with state interests as it appears in the media.

• In the 2nd July interview with the Killnet leader, among other things leader discussed 
what is the next target after Lithuania. He was very direct in his answer quote “то 
это определенно Польша и США” translated as ”it's definitely Poland and USA”

• And it seems like they did as they said. On screenshot is a post from 14th July 
calling to launch DDoS attacks against Polish law enforcement websites to hinder 
Poland’s ability to fight back in this cyber-conflict.

• Worth noting here is that DDoS attacks are often being used as a decoy to distract 
from more sophisticated attacks. Since we are seeing active efforts by Killnet to 
attract more skilled hackers into their “Elite squads” and develop sophisticated 
capabilities, we expect to see this scenario happen in near future.

• At the moment, we do not believe, there is a reason for most of the private 
companies to worry about Killnet as their focus is enemy nation-states 
organizations. However, Killnet has targeted national bank websites with their DDoS 
attacks. 



SUMMARY

• Killnet has become “Russian Anonymous” and keeps expanding.

• They are spending a lot of effort to grow and recruit, gain domestic popularity and are driven by patriotism.

• They are targeting imminent enemies of Russia (USA, Lithuania, Poland, rest of EU) on a state-level and

related organizations.

• Despite the aggressive activity, they are until now only launching DDoS attacks and failed to cause any

major disruptions.

• We see an effort to shift to more sophisticated attacks, possibly even ransomware, by forming “special

forces” of skilled hackers.

• In near future, we expect to see decoy DDoS attacks followed by attempts of more sophisticated attacks.



LET’S STAY IN TOUCH

www.cyfirma.com
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